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JACLYN KARASIK: Could you describe your role in the 1974 Gordon Conference? Was there a mutual
influence between the rising field of recombinant DNA and your sequencing work?
WALTER GILBERT: There is. I’m trying to remember exactly what happened at the 1974 Gordon
conference. I think that was the one where the recombinant DNA issue got discussed in front of the
conference or at least by the conferees. We sent a letter to the NIH asking that the NIH begin to review
the recombinant DNA technology. Does that agree with your memory of it?
J. KARASIK: From what I’ve read about it, it was basically the beginning of talks on the ethical
dilemmas of recombinant DNA and trying to standardize it.
W. GILBERT: I have a feeling that I may have been a moderator at the conference, I can’t actually
remember. That was before there was actually any sequencing. This was still the early days of
recombinant DNA and there was a discussion of if fragments of SC-40 should be put into E. coli. Myself
and others in Baltimore began to worry that having fragments of tumor-causing virus could colonize the
stomach or the intestines. This was not a good idea so we raised questions about it and sent a letter to the
NIH. That was before there was any DNA sequencing. At that time we had sequenced the lac operator
which was 20 bases of DNA. This had taken us approximately 2 years to do that. One’s conception of
how you would do DNA sequencing at that time was a base per month, something that made it technically
impossible to think of sequencing an entire gene.
J. KARASIK: When did you begin developing your sequencing method in relation to the work on
recombinant DNA?
W. GILBERT: The sequencing method developed out of a separate experimental line and discovery. In
the early 1970s that I had tried to develop DNA sequencing methods and I had been unsuccessful in
developing direct methods so we sequenced the lac operator, which was one of the first longer pieces of
DNA that we sequenced. [We did this] by copying it to RNA and then sequencing the RNA. Around that
time, probably early 1975, I did an experiment looking at the interaction of the lac repressor with the
DNA target, the operator. And that experiment involved modifying the DNA with dimethyl sulfate, which
modifies the A’s and G’s in the DNA in such a way that so we could break the DNA at that division—that
was the invention. I did that experiment and that experiment simultaneously showed that one could block
the small molecule of dimethyl sulfate from getting to DNA by binding the protein to it, but the read out
of that experiment which was a sizing of the DNA fragments produced on a polychromate gel was so
distinct that it showed that one could develop a sequencing method from that idea. We then began to find
that if you could read the A’s and G’s in the sequence, [we could also] look for methods to find C’s and
T’s.
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In Gordon conference of I think 1975, we announced the sequencing method and released it. The
sequencing method then took off around the world. The sequencing complimented the other recombinant
DNA technology which was the ability to move a DNA fragment from one cell into another. But, you
couldn’t interpret what you had unless you had a sequencing method. Our method and Fred Sanger’s
method developed essentially simultaneously and released simultaneously either in 1975 or 1976. I don’t
quite remember which one. At that point, I was trying to do recombinant DNA work of all kind and since
the sequencing gave us a technique to understand the DNA, my students then went on to sequence entire
genes and entire plasmids because of the fast sequencing method. The chemical method we developed
made it possible to sequence hundreds of thousands of DNA bases in an afternoon. And so my graduate
student sequenced for the first time plasmids PBS -322 as a thesis project.
I was instrumental in showing that the blood band ligation which was in Toronto’s laboratory about 5 or 8
years earlier was actually very effective and efficient and could be used to make a novel plasmid to insert
promoters in plasmid and promoters in front of genes. We got very excited about this in 1976-1977 we
got excited about the idea of trying to make things run in the bacteria which would have been a useful
molecule made by recombinant DNA techniques.
J. KARASIK: Another thing I find really fascinating about you is how your interest in photography
makes a connection with your science. Could you explain this?
W. GILBERT: I don’t think there’s any connection between the arts that I do now and the science that I
did before. They have an underlying psychological connection in the sense that doing science is very
much a constant striving for something new and different, new and different defined as a scientific truth
that you can derive by experiment, the truth about the world. The arts are also striving for something new
and different but actually the underlying effort is to try to create something new. The goal is something
that either emotionally or aesthetically affects the viewer. I try to strive to find images that I think are
beautiful so that people can react to what they see as a beautiful image. The drive is to create is what I
find both similar in the two fields. There’s a sense in which my approach to science that has a visual
component although it doesn’t necessarily show up in the work that I do, it shows up in the way that I
often think about experiments. My experiments often involve visualization of what the results look like,
what the connections between things are, and in my case that’s a highly visual approach.
J. KARASIK: On a different subject, I'm also pretty interested in your involvement in biotech industries.
I was wondering about some of the events that led up to the founding of Myriad and what role you played
in those.
W. GILBERT: [laughs] That’s actually a bit of a large question. I became interested in the idea that we
could make useful proteins in bacteria. So in my laboratory, my graduate student tried to make
hemoglobin from bacteria. We then realized that human insulin would be a much more useful protein to
make in bacteria because at that time there was a general shortage of insulin and there was also a specific
reason why one may want human insulin. Insulin from pigs and cows was used in people. But they're
different in sequence by one or two nucleotides from the human sequence, and that can cause antibody
formation to the foreign insulin to make the person resistant to it. So there were a lot people who would
rather buy the human form rather than the animal form. [We did] a large insulin project in which we tried
to clone the gene for rat insulin and ultimately make insulin. We were not the leaders in the cloning of the
gene for rat insulin but, we were going to use this in getting an expression of human proinsulin and
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therefore actually be able to show that one could make a protein in bacteria and have it click from outside
the cell.
The whole group that I had there was working on recombinant DNA, and that interest in recombinant
DNA ultimately got me involved in the creation of Biogen. Biogen itself was created by two venture
capitalists who wandered around and made a first investment in Genentech. Through that investment,
[they] met Phil Sharp, and began to think, “well Genentech is a company in this new field,” they want to
look for another company somewhere in the world in this new field. So their conception was to set up a
new company in Europe to be a second company in this world in this new field of biotechnology. They
found Phil Sharp, Phil Sharp came to me and Phil Sharp and I talked to them about what might be
possible. They travelled around Europe looking for other scientists and produced a list of about 12
scientists and we all met together. Phil Sharp, myself and ten Europeans had talked about if it made sense
to start a company to try to make useful human proteins in bacteria, to make proteins with pharmaceutical
interest. This group of scientists all thought that the technology had gotten to a point where it would be
technically possible and socially useful to do this. We all decided to start getting involved in the
company; I was chosen by the scientists as chair of that group, the scientific board. And we as a group
through the venture capitalists sort of structured the company and began with a small amount of money to
try to build a biotech company.
J. KARASIK: But these venture capitalists had already invested in Genentech?
W. GILBERT: They had invested a small investment in Genentech, and made a small amount of money,
three quarters of a million dollars, and that had started Biogen. As the chair of the scientific group, we had
an unusual say in the economics and policy and board of the company. We began to use some of the
money to do research in the laboratory for the scientific board members. We began to work among other
things on interferon with Charles Weissmann. About a year later, I became the chairman of the company
and continued that role throughout my contact with the company. The company started, we hired the
CEO, we began to bring in other investment and as head of the scientists effectively, I was very
instrumental in bringing in that investment and that’s was involved in all of those efforts.
So the company actually started at the end of 1978. In the middle of 1980, I became CEO of the company
and at that point began to leave Harvard. And I ran the company from about middle of 1981 to the middle
of 1985, for about 4 years. Does that answer your question?
J. KARASIK: I was also pretty curious about your involvement in Myriad, as more of a current issue.
W. GILBERT: Well, yes it’s more of my current involvement. I ran Biogen as CEO which was a fun
thing to do from the middle of 1981 to the middle of 1985. I took the company public. It grew from about
40 people when I became CEO to about 400 when I left.
J. KARASIK: Wow.
W. GILBERT: And the company has done very well since then. I stopped being CEO in about 1985, but
remained on the board of Biogen for probably another 7 years. Myriad was started by Pete Meldrum and
Mark Skolnick. He was at the time a human geneticist at the University of Utah. He went to Utah because
he wanted to exploit the Mormon family structures and the Mormon database of genealogical records
because he wanted to study the breast cancer gene—study the possibility of there being a gene first, and
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hopefully explain the breast cancer gene. He then computerized the Mormon record and was able to find
very large Mormon families and to show the existence of the two breast cancer genes BRCA1 and
BRCA2. He and Pete had begun a company to try to isolate those genes. I had met them about 2 months
after they had just started the company. Mark told me about this and I was enthusiastic about the prospect
and formulated what became the underlying theme of the company which was to identify those genes and
to take them into commercialization as patented diagnostics. With the view that there would be high value
in diagnostics for predicting the risk of a woman for breast cancer, she can change many things about her
behavior that avoids the cancer.
The underlying theme when Myriad was developed is that if we developed a large number of diagnostics,
at that time we thought that many common human disease would turn out to have a genetic underpinning
of the form of there being mutations in genes that were reasonably frequent in the population. In breast
cancer there may be a mutation in the genes 1% of the population that may account for 10% of breast
cancer. We thought that there would be lots of such genes. The idea for the company in the beginning was
to find these genes, and we’ll take them into diagnostics, which we’ll do in our own laboratory. It’s
exactly what Myriad proceeded to do. We won’t make kits, we’ll simply develop patent-protected high
value diagnostics and take the money we make that way to develop treatments based on those genes. That
was the underlying idea behind Myriad. And so we started out, we raised money effectively from groups.
And that provided the company with enough money to actively pursue the breast cancer gene. I’m still
involved in Myriad, [since] 1992. I’ve been involved about 20 years now. And I I’m on the board of the
directors, so we talk a great deal about Myriad and how it grew. The positive side is that identified both
BRCA1 and BRCA2 and developed diagnostics test based on them, which are used quite
dramatically.100,000-150,000 women a year get tested, some large number like that.
J. KARASIK: Okay. So there’s a lot of controversy about Myriad. What would be your argument to
support that Myriad’s patents are ethically valid and a good way to run a business?
W. GILBERT: Well, let’s see there are several questions you’ve got here. I can’t actually say much
about Mary-Claire King. I’ll probably talk more generally than just about the case. So far Myriad has won
the case by the way, although at the moment there is an appeal from the ACLU to the Supreme Court that
the Supreme Court should rethink the case.
I have a very basic attitude toward patents because it runs throughout all of biotechnology industry.
Patents are purely a social construct. They’re something you agree to as a society. And that construct is
that you give to an inventor a monopoly right in return for telling us what the invention is. If you keep
something a secret, you can’t get a patent. You cannot patent a secret thing. The patent has to be novel,
correctly described, commercially useful, and it has to be a new invention that is not obvious to a
reasonable person in the field. That’s actually in principle a finite monopoly right. It used to last 17 years,
but it now lasts 20 years and there are some odd tricks that are used occasionally to extend it. But it is a
purely social construction. The reason why do it is to encourage people to invent things that are
commercially useful. And they [patents] convince them [inventors] before anyone else knows it’s
commercially useful to put the money into it make the invention become real. In return for their doing this
at a time when no one else thinks it’s going to work, we let them make as much money as they can out of
it for a period of time. This underlies the entire drug industry. It costs hundreds of millions of dollars to
develop a novel pharmaceutical. People often say a billion dollars. The first person that develops it has to
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spend all that money. But once it developed, anybody else can now make it in principle, and the problem
is very easy and very inexpensive. So if there were no patents, you would never develop a drug. The
government might in principle, by collecting taxes, decide [they’re] going to develop a drug in a noncommercial reign because you can never make the money back that it costs you to develop it. So in that
sense, patents serve a very useful function in this society. It’s not an ethical issue. It’s not a right or wrong
issue; it’s a purely useful issue that society wants to do.
It does in each case have in consequences. It costs more for patients to have the drug during the 20 years
[of the patent].But then they can get it cheaply at the end of that. And that’s the bargain that society has
chosen to make.
J. KARASIK: Do you think it’s a good system?
W. GILBERT: From my viewpoint, there isn’t an ethical issue with these patents; it is a purely practical
issue. Could Myriad have developed a test that it actually uses from which they could make a lot of
money out of without patent protection? And the answer is no. In the cases in which you do not have the
patent protection, you cannot develop the type of rapid, efficient test that Myriad is using because it costs
you too much to develop it. In fact in Europe, Myriad is now beginning to offer its tests in Europe. In
Europe you can have your gene tested in local laboratories not as effectively as Myriad’s tests. But it
costs you the same money. It costs you $3,000 or $3,500. And you wait 6 months for the results. You go
to Myriad, you pay the $3,500 and you get the result in a week. And you get a much more complete result
that the local laboratories can offer. Now that’s a consequence of the patent structure. The original patents
in Myriad’s case are actually about to expire and Myriad will go back and continue with a proprietary
knowledge structure rather than a patent structure. With patents, all of Myriad’s knowledge can be made
public. Without patents, it remains confidential. That relates to a later question, but we can come back to
that. Does that answer your question?
J. KARASIK: Yeah, that’s great. I’m just curious about your views on everything. It doesn’t have to be
very specific.
W. GILBERT: [looking at questions] That’s right, so I had no role in the initial litigation of Myriad. The
litigation has been a suit fought by the ACLU which is trying to attack all gene patens on the free speech
grounds. Which I think is fundamentally wrong, as I said, because I think the patent issue is a purely
societal issue. It’s a balance that society makes as terms of how much it’s willing to pay the monopoly
and that’s balanced by how much it wants the benefits of the patent.
J. KARASIK: Do you think that there’s any way that a biotech company could be successful without
patents?
W. GILBERT: No. It cannot be successful. As I said, consider any biotech company. The first time you
do something, it is often difficult to know to that it’s going to work. And it often costs you a lot of money
to do the experimentation, and the wrong experiment s involved in finding something that works. Again
the first time that you do something, for example, with a drug you have to do a clinical trial. That clinical
trial may cost you a hundred million dollars to get the permission to sell that drug. Now suppose there are
no patents. The moment you’ve done that trial, a second group can say, “Well, we can make that drug and
the government knows that drug works. So why can’t we sell it?”
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J. KARASIK: True.
W. GILBERT: That’s how generics work. They don’t have to do a clinical trial; someone has already
paid for a clinical trial to show that the drug works. So without patents, why would you ever develop a
new drug? This year’s medicine is full of drugs that are useful or are could be shown to be useful. Or,
people believe they’re wildly useful. But because they are all patents, no one can develop them. No one
will spend the money to do the trials. It’s a consequence of the capitalist system. If you believe in free
enterprise, then you better believe in patents. There are other ways in the world, that’s an underlying
point. Without using the free enterprise system, you can get away from patents because if the government
is paying for everything, you don’t need the patent system, because the government is willing to pay for
the clinical trials.
J. KARASIK: But not as much would probably get done if that were the case.
W. GILBERT: Well that’s the problem. The government now has to decide what has to get done, and if
you’re sitting there you wouldn’t do it either. But any way, we’re a free enterprise society, a capitalistic
society and it has that characteristic that if you want to have it done you have to provide sufficient
incentives into the structures so that things get done. The patent system is such a general incentive. Free
enterprise doesn’t work without the government doing all types of things for it.
But, Myriad itself will still be successful. Myriad has many, many patents which in fact are not
actually under attack in this case. There are many other patents that are not under attack. This is not an
attack to block all patens. It happens to be a very narrowly construed attack that tries to block patents on
certain types of DNA, sort of on the grounds that we know all that. That is actually true about almost all
future DNA patents, because now we have the human genome sequence and you generally cannot patent
DNA things as such. You have to patent things that aren’t already in the databases. You see, this is going
back and pretending that the world in 1992, or when Myriad started in 1994 or so when the gene was
cloned is that same as the world today. And it’s not. So what sort of things that could be patented today
are not the same things that could be patented back in 1992. I think that some of the first patents are some
of the ones that are actually being challenged. [These patents] are some of the ones that will expire in the
next year or so. If one is no longer patenting genes, because all of the genes are, in a sense, known in the
genome sequence, you have to find something novel to patent. You can patent all sorts of novel
combinations of things, in which you show something has an unforeseen use. And the company was
successful in the breast cancer gene. The company has a database of knowledge about the mutations of
the breast cancer genes which is not public. And it is able then to analyze the genes and tell people the
consequences of their mutation at a greater level than anybody just working from the public knowledge
can. And without patents, that information would remain secret for a considerable time. But how the
company develops the costs in future period, is that it is involved in other products beyond the breast
cancer ones.
J. KARASIK: Right, that makes sense.
W. GILBERT: [reading questions] So, you have the lovely question of what made Myriad so successful
when other companies like the Genome Corporation failed. I tried to start the Gene Corporation but it
didn’t’ actually fail, it just never got started. In 1985, I had realized that doing the human genome was a
technical possibility. Technically feasible. And it requires only scale to do it. Around 1986, the entire
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human genome project had begun. It was sponsored and paid for by the federal government, at about 200
million dollars a year with the thought of eventually having an entire human genome by around the year
2000-2005, somewhere in there. The government money was at that time being spent trying to find novel
technologies, which actually was not successful at that period. It did manage to step up the technology,
and also at that time trying to construct a genetic map to do the human genome sequence. Around 1986, I
thought in fact one might be able to construct an entire company around the theme of knowledge of the
genome. The original thought was to construct the company, which will have its own DNA pieces that
make up the human genome, and to be able to sell those pieces. We would map those pieces and sell those
pieces to laboratories that work on specific genes and sort of pursue the underlying theme of developing
and possibly even doing the human genome, copyrighting it, and being able to charge for access. That
was the underlying idea behind the Genome Corporation. I was trying to raise money for it when we had
the [stock market] crash of 1987. That crash sort of shut down all of the venture capital money. So I
stopped trying to do the company. And the company disappeared at that time. Then a company names
Incyte started a few years later, essentially on [same] theme. The guy who ran it once told me that he had
actually taken my business plans from my company, the Genome Corporation, and made the other
company out of it. And that company was successful for a period.
The problem is the company that is around the genome ultimately is that they have no long-term way of
creating commercial success, and a series of possibly short-term waves of creating commercial success.
They weren’t set up to devise novel pharmaceuticals or some other theme like the diagnostic testing that
underlies Myriad which would make that company a commercial success. Myriad actually went ahead to
try to develop pharmaceuticals. We had an entire pharmaceutical side to the company and tried to develop
a number of pharmaceuticals and we actually thought that at one time we had an effective pharmaceutical
against Alzheimer’s disease. And we did the largest phase III trials done up until then of Alzheimer’s
patients, probably 1600 patients in each of 2 trials, at a cost of 100 million or 150 million dollars. And the
trials failed. So we decided that we should get out of the pharmaceutical business. We split off half the
company to a pharmaceutical company and said goodbye. And now Myriad genetics itself focuses
entirely on the diagnostics. When our trials failed, we became instantly profitable because we were
making a large sum of money on the diagnostics, and spending a lot of money developing the
pharmaceuticals. And in an interesting case, we were the only company where the phase III trials failed
and the stock prices went up.
So you wanted so know why was it so successful? It was the underlying idea of finding something that
actually had a great use. And taking it into, in this case breast cancer, the full development as a patented
diagnostic. It had a great use and it ultimately gets used more and more. If you have a family background
on your father or mother’s side, and if you have breast cancer, about 10% of that breast cancer is caused
by genetic effects. And you’re very wise to be tested for the gene, because if you have breast cancer
caused by mutations in BRCA1 or BRCA2, you have a 50% chance of having a second cancer in the
other breast, and a 50% chance of recurrence also in the same breast. So, there’s immediately a difference
in the ways in which you would choose to be treated. There are differences in the drugs that you can use;
there are major differences in the ways that drugs work, if you have cancer caused by mutations in those
genes as opposed to cancer that’s not [caused by those genes]. So, it makes a big difference. If you have a
family background of cancer and you’re worried about breast cancer, it’s wise to be tested for the gene.
Because you can at the very least go in for early diagnostics if you’re [found to be] positive, you have an
80% lifetime risk of getting cancer if you’re tested positive for the genes. It’s a big deal.
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People worried that people would not be able to be tested because they were emotionally unable to deal
with it. That turned out just to be a little too paternalistic. Most people both want to be tested and can deal
with the problems. People worried that the insurance companies wouldn’t pay for it, in fact insurance
companies pay for 95-98% of it.
So let’s see you have a few more questions that I was going to tell. I already told you why Myriad
stopped contributing to the public database in 2004, and that’s actually because their patents were all
ultimately going to expire, and Myriad realized that they were not going to stop being able to patent
mutations to the genes and things like that. Originally the mutations were patented and used for the public
databases. But somewhere in there we are able to stop contributing. So the information is just being held
as propriety information
And your last question, we didn’t really think of ourselves in competition with Sanger. Around the world
elements of science often emerge in several places at once. It’s actually quite an interesting historical
theme about what the real nature of innovation in science is. Very often, very similar things occur
simultaneously. Sometimes it’s shared information between the two that we don’t know about. But very
often, it’s independent. With the technologies that Sanger developed and we developed, we used some of
the same underlying techniques, [such as] gel electrophoresis, ways of separating molecules by size. But
the fact is that Sanger’s work on the general problem how to sequence DNA didn’t influence how we
were doing it. Competition is very bad when you do it inside the laboratory, but between laboratories, it’s
reasonably stimulating.
So, the nature of the world now in regard to competition…there are two types of people in science,
generally. There are people that are very open about what they’re doing, and there are people that are very
secretive about what they’re doing. That was true before the patenting and the commercialization of
science arose. The commercialization of and the nature of the way people behave, patenting has created a
whole level of further secrecy on the part of people unnecessarily. When I ran Biogen, we took the
attitude that we would talk about everything. We would patent everything and talk about it because we
had the patent protection. Lawyers tend to be secretive and say “don’t talk about it.” There’s always
pressure inside a company. Some companies are extremely secretive and some laboratories are extremely
secretive. So I find it hard to think about how the world has changed. I was always a very open scientist
about everything that I was doing, and even as patents came in, I treated them [patents] as just a way of
behaving very openly.
Historically, the molecular biologists were an open guild, mainly based on the phage biologists. The
whole phage school was actually sort of a guild, in which all of the information was unpublished an
openly available to everybody else, anybody who wanted it. But you wouldn’t actually be able to get it
unless you were tied into the guild, and on the grapevine. But discoveries were passed around and
published years later. Biochemists, on the other hand, had a different structure. They would tend to keep
information totally secret until publication. The classical biochemist approach was, “I develop a new
assay that shows me something new, and I don’t tell anybody about it until I publish it and actually put
my name on it.” Molecular biology side tended to be “We’ll just talk about it freely,” and we gave free
and open credit. The journals actually tend to block that behavior. When I started doing science it was
quite proper to put a footnote in your paper in a journal saying “So-and-so suggested this.” Instead of
knowledge, the footnotes would just be regarded as private communication. That’s disappeared. The
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journals changed its editorial policy to block that element and so if you try to follow what’s happening in
the journals, you actually lose all of that private information that’s going on behind the scenes because it
no longer gets referred to. I’m sure it still goes on; active scientists still talk about what they’re doing
constantly. But it’s hard to truly trace the development of ideas these days.
---END OF INTERVIEW--
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Interview Questions addressed:
1. Describe your role in the 1974 Gordon conference. Was there a mutual influence between the
rising field of recombinant DNA and your sequencing work?
2. Your interest in photography is quite fascinating. Could you tell me about the role that
visualizations have had in your experiences in science?
3. Describe the events that led up to the founding of Myriad. What role did you play in the
founding?
4. Throughout their history, there have been great tensions between Mark Skolnick and Mary-Claire
King. Describe your relationship with Mary-Claire King.
5. What was your role in some of the events that led up to the initial litigation of Myriad?
6. If you were to write an amicus curiae brief to the court in support of Myriad’s patents, what
would be some of your key points?
7. Do you believe that Myriad would still be successful if their patents were invalidated sometime in
the near future? From your experience with various companies, do you believe that a company
can still be successful and profitable if they cannot patent genes?
a. What made Myriad genetics so successful where other companies like Genome
Corporation failed?
8. Describe your role in publicizing the Human Genome Project through the media. What has been
the role of the media in the Myriad case?
9. After 2004, Myriad stopped contributing to public databases. What was the motive behind this?
10. Describe the role of scientific competition during the time that you and Allan Maxam developed
your sequencing technique (especially with Sanger). Do you believe that the nature of the
scientific world has changed nowadays in regard to competition?
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